EFF Classroom Example

**Name of Activity**  Goal Setting  
**Framework Component**  Role Maps  
**Submitted By**  Tawna Eubanks  
**Program**  Hamilton City Schools  
**Address**  Jefferson Annex  
880 Chestnut St.  
Hamilton, OH 45012  
**Phone**  513-887-5021  
**Email**  tawnaeubanks@hotmail.com

**Describe what you did including how you used EFF and the results produced.**

The Role Maps can be used in the goal setting process during orientation. These maps help students to set specific goals for themselves. The information gathered can then aid the students and the teacher in developing a personalized learning plan. When the student knows they are working on their own personal goals, retention seems to improve.

**Note:** Use Role Map posters, individual maps or Standards Guide pg. 9-11 as a resource.